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garise! or you can call me geri
so a year ago, it was March 24, 2017, alhamdulillah I was included in one of 290 people taken as part of the GPTP Telkom Indonesia Package V. Well on this occasion I want to share my experience by taking a test on PT Tel Telkom Indonesia S Jobfair and the website Gelombang I year 2017, because many friends who
ask how the hell, what the hell tests via telegram even up to the Oiya kalo temen-temen there can directly ask aja in curiouscat.me/garizahgp yaaa, it can anon kok so if friends shyly calm aja, because the name of friends will not be listed xixi ps. Here I want to share the experience of AJA I, because who knows can help temen-temen, but the problem to
leave or not remains dependent on the set side yes! So, take one that according to friends is helpful and give up this calo according to friends don't fit me!
So let's get started! ✨ choice after applying for a vacancy on the official Telkom recruitment site, just wait until there is an announcement of the results of the administration's selection via the Internet
and email. Oiya join the telkom career telegram group because there will usually be a lot of exchanges about telkom ads and recruitment. Because I do not know the evaluation assessment passes administrative selection, that what the AJA, the advice from me, trying to fill out all the data and complete all the requirements requested yes, including the TOEFL
value, because later all this should be brought to justice during the final stage of the test. Announcement of administrative selection results: January 26, 2017 ✨ Selection Stage I (online assessment) This stage is divided into 2 sessions that last 4 days in a row, and the time and duration of implementation are determined.
the first session at this stage,
participants will be asked to enter by email link. Participants are given the opportunity to re-confirm the data that has been entered, so if something else can be changed at this stage.
session This second session is divided into three days. Participants will receive an email containing the time of execution and how long it was given during the test. This test
is also available in the same link as do confirmation data yes, gengs. General Cognitive Ability Test This test is commonly referred to as a psychotest test. Participants will be limited to basic psychotest questions such as numbers, building space, synonyms and antonym words, etc. Tips from me, lots of practice! Here I feel very helped from a lot of practice
(read: take a working test in many places lol) it's because it's almost like that, but there are a few more challenging so this test is almost like the TOEFL and GMAT test. There is a structural and there is an analysis case. Temen-temen can googling examples because there is so much to use for exercise Well this I think is the hardest test! Haha This test is
adapted to a special specialty of friends. By the way, because I'm a graduate of telecommunications engineering, so questions are also about stuff during college. So we recommend to read lecture material again first yes gengs!
Phase I selection results: February 16, 2017 ✨ Qualifying Phase II (online interview) This stage consists of 3 submissions with
a trial period of 5 days. Details of the test will be sent to the relevant emails. At this stage, participants will be interviewed directly by Telkom. Details of the implementation and what tools are needed will be emailed. What is your favorite online interview? The question is about resumes, lectures and essays that friends do. So, read and read again yes before
the online interviewOiya, if it turns out that when the online interview is a dotted connection, calm down AJA, later friends will be called to continue the interview on the phone. So make sure that hp temen-temen are also on standby yes when online interviews are yes!
essay, participants will be asked to create an essay whose theme has been listed and
uploaded to the page as well. The download dates will also be notified on the page. So don't miss it! Oiya, do not forget the essay that was created is saved, because later essays will also be offered before the final stage of the test
Reference Letter Besides essay, participants are also asked to download a letter of recommendation. Format Letters will be
provided provided So later just download and ask for recommendations from both bosses and teachers.
the results of the second stage of selection: on 4 March 2017, the ✨ Final stage of selection in this final stage is divided into 2 sessions held over 2 days. The schedule and location will be notified by email accordingly.
Day 1 1. Psychota This time
psychotest is an advanced psychotest test, namely Wartegg and Pauli. Offer me all the same, many exercises hehe Oya, I forgot that was a test picture of trees and people or not, but to prepare Aja let the heart calm hehe 2. Business game participants here will be divided into groups of 3-4 people who will be asked to solve business problems, such as
playing monopoly. It's fun anyway! 3. The interview team will interview 3 people at this stage. Interview materials about resumes, lectures, lectures/organizational/work experience and essays made in Phase II selection. Well, suggest during the interview try to stay calm, not nervous, confident and answer honestly.
2 The sooner he comes, the sooner he
goes. Well that time, because I am repeatedly licensed to the old office for various reasons for telkom testing, so I date as early as possible. I nyampe Jaces Telkom at 05.30 (gates are still closed) and alhamdulillah dapet queue number 1. Do not forget before the health test we are obliged to fast first, starting from 9-10 p.m. Tests include blood and urine
tests (post), doctor's consultation, heart, lungs, eyes, ears, weight gain, and blood test again after eating. Friends will also be asked to complete a medical history form. After completing the frame, friends can go straight home. I was 10 hours old so I could go straight to work.
Final Stage Selection Results: March 24, 2017 Such is the series of selection of
GPTP v Telkom Indonesia Sumber Jobfair - Website Gelombang I Year 2017 that I can share. As I said at the beginning, should not be used as an absolute guide, but make a link to AJA, which we hope to help friends. If it's food, it's not going anywhere. Happy fight!
Well after the announcement of the final stage pass, a week after qualified participants
are asked to come to Telkom Corporate University in Geger Kalong, Bandung to follow the main orientation for a whole month. The story during the Main Orientation will be discussed next time!
See you for the next post! ✨ - garizahgp
EPrT schedule lasts 120 minutes and is open 3x per day. Choose between 8am, 11am, or 2pm (Monday-Thursday).
On Friday it is held at 9am, 1pm, and 3.30pm. The result of the papar based version (EPrT PBT) is issued within 24 hours. Morning spirit! Morning! Morning! Morning! For strangers, say hello Morning! which then responded with the word Pagi three times is a typical greeting telkomers (a term for people who work in Telkom) as one of the greetings of
promotion in the life days in Telkom. THE UPDATE OF THE GPTP XI STAGE SET CAN BE SEEN HERE YES! Earlier, let me introduce myself first. I Kurniawan, now alhamdulillah became a permanent employee at Telkom, who joined through the set of the Great People Intern program (GPTP) Telkom Party V in 2017. In this post, also let me share a little
bit about the stages I went through while participating in the gptp telkom set. But earlier, please keep in mind that choosing the path to Telkom through the gptp program there are many, among others: LPDP Line - For people who I think are very special who get the opportunity to receive an award to continue their studies abroad. Talent Scout Way - For
people who I think are also very special recruited from the best college graduates with good academic achievements. Non Academic Track - Back again, for special people who excel in various sports, so brother no one and his friends. Socio Digi Leader Way - For special people who are in the world of startups, what of course now needs Telkom to enter the
digital age. Web Paths - For ordinary people (like me) who do not enter 4 lanes above FYI hehehe, for the special paths mentioned above, usually they will not follow the entire stage of the GPTP set, and usually go straight to the final stage of the set (day assessment and health test). Well, for those of you who belong to simplicitys like me who want to know
what are the stages of dialing GPTP Telkom through the web lines, yuk, scroll down! Stages After GPTP Telkom (Web Line) Well, we continue I'm history ... In general, there are 5 series of stages when participating in the TELKOM GPTP set through web feeds, namely: Administration SelectionTest OnlineInterview, Essay and Reference Letter (received
information that this stage no longer exists in GPTP-GPTP after my generation)Health TestAssessment Day Let's Surgery One After Another! 1. The choice of administration Let's move on to the first stage. What do you need to do when you have friends on Facebook or Instastory who share ad flyers about the gptp telkom? What you need to do is this: First,
an open web set telkom that you can access in a carefully, self-in-the-go data form that needs to be completed. Preparing supporting documents such as half and full body photos, ID cards/birth certificates, diplomas, transcripts, TOEFL certificates, awards and other necessary documents such as the Certificate of Joining the Work for those of you who have
worked for another company. Start filling in, and answer additional questions about the situation, expectations and choices honestly Choose the field of work according to your education, or even according to your interests (I choose telecommunications)Review the data box itself again and then click submit! After clicking to send, it's time to wait until the last
day of the registration period passes and the ad to move on to the next stage appears. FYI, I do not remember how many people ran at this stage of the administration, because there are so many and I do not know, maybe all that click submit will automatically take place at this stage. 2. Test Online After receiving an email notification regarding the
announcement of the choice of administration, immediately open the ad! If your name is there, then congratulations! You're on the next stage! There are three types of tests tested online: a basic academic potential test, an English language test, and a knowledge assessment. Let's talk about it one by one! This basic TPA test, in my opinion, is the most
difficult test of all three types of tests tested on the Internet. Why? because this test requires a high level of concentration and composure in working on it. There are several questions tested at this stage: lines (I think it's the most complex), synonyms, antonyms, the shadow power of space (kind of inverted image) and the like. There are some tips I can share
to prepare for this test, including: Rest enough the night before the test. Remember that high concentration is required to complete this test, so no less sleep and then when it's time ngerjain even vertigo. Prepare a lot of paper for the doodle. Seriously, that's a lot! and make sure the stationery works properly. When working on a series, if your paper is already
starting to fill out with writing, replace it with new paper so as not to interfere with your concentration. Relax and stay calm if you have any issues that are difficult, move on to the next question. Notice the time remaining during the exam. Answer all questions, even if you doubt the answer. Assessment knowledge This section, in my opinion, jaaauh easier
compared to the main landfill. Verified questions are also adjusted according to the area we chose at the administrative selection stage, which means that if you choose the telecommunication area, the issues will also revolve around telecommunications. Similarly, with computer science, legal, accounting, etc. I chose the telecommunications area, and the
issues tested include many things, including Wi-Fi (standard 802.11 axe), on satellite transponders, wave calculations, access technology (ADSL, (ADSL, FTTH, etc.), and even around the OSI layer! A few tips for preparing this test: Remember, if after the deadline to send administrative selection documents, we still have time to re-examine the lecture
materials in anticipation of the announcement of the choice of administration will appear. Take advantage of this extra time well, because if our landfill feels failed, online test results may be more helped if we manage to make a good assessment of the knowledge. The issue doesn't really require in-depth analysis (skins only), but it covers a lot of things. So, in
my opinion, there is no need to spend time studying too many details. English Ability Test Well is part of which I like because I think the tested questions aren't too complicated. The questions tested, in my opinion, are also standard, such as reading materials, grammar, and vocabulary (forget that else). There is one thing that is completely new to me that
used to be only familiar with the TOEFL test, namely the question of reading with answers in the form of true, false or not given (similar questions in IELTS). My advice is there is only one, if you find any question reading, then read a few questions and then read the reading. It is also permissible to skimming a reading and then look at the question and go back
to reading to read it in more detail. Thought on the online test Well, to be honest, at this stage I think you should prepare well. What's the thing about? Because buanyaaak is really mentok at this stage (some say the ratio between who ran and ha ran 1:18). So, make the most of the time to prepare for this test. 3. Online interviews, essays and reference
letters Let's move on! The third stage of the GPTP Telkom series is online interviews, essays and reference letters. Online interview This online interview session is divided into two days. The first day to check the connection, and the second day is the actual interview session. FYI, Telkom is used to provide the opportunity to use numbers in some Telkom
Witel offices for the purposes of this online interview (at the time I chose witel jogja). If your home is close to Witel office options that can be used for this online interview, my advice is you should take advantage of the offer. A good connection is key, even if there is a technical problem, the organizer can use the phone to contact us. Okay, back to the main
thing. What is the mechanism of online interview? And what questions are being asked? There are two interviewers who will be interviewed by us, and there are two types of questions to be asked: about technical things and about our activities in college. Technical things asked, as in the online test, to adapt to the field Select. If I choose the
telecommunications sector, the emerging issues include: telecommunications technology, along with rules and standards, the digital business and its relationship with the telecommunications business, fiber optic technologies, the OSI layer, telkom products, network issues (core, IP, etc.) and others. The topics of the essay, given to create an essay, vary by
party. At the time, the theme given to my generation of gptp was about how Telkom could survive the growth of OTT (above) services. The tips that I can share there are two, multiply the research to answer the question, and write an essay in the Microsoft word app first, and then copy the paste it on the form that was provided when you are satisfied with your
writing. Reference Letter This reference letter can be requested from anywhere. This may be from a teacher's thesis guide, or, for those who have already worked, you can ask your former boss first. FYI : At the time, only a few dozen people could continue to the next stage. 4. Health test If you qualify for the next stage, you will receive a letter containing two
things. When you will make your assessment of the day and when you should take a health test. I did a health test at Jogja, and the assigned lab was the Pramita Laboratory at Jalan Sik Diktiro. This health test when the telkom kit is, in my opinion, quite complete. Starting from blood tests, radiology, auditory, visual, general health checks, including that one
wkwkwk. There are no specific tips for this test, just whether it's a myth or not (but I follow it), said he'll multiply drinking panda-stamped milk, which advertises the dragon :), rest enough the night before the test is done, and come as early as possible to the place because it will be in line. 5. Grade Day Well, this is the last stage of a long series of GPTP Telkom
recruitment. These activities are carried out in full throughout the day. Well, what are these rancacain tests that day? Let's see! FYI : In the morning we are asked to register when submitting documents that we present at the administration stage. Advanced Psychotest Because questions about rows, shadows of space, etc. have been tested during online
tests, then these tests will no longer be tested at this stage. Some of the questions tested at this stage are: Pauli test; Tree drawings; Photos of people; Perfection of images of different shapes (Wartegg), hmm. What else? Again, don't sleep too late at night before the start of the day scores, so your concentration and stamina persist. Field test (Advanced) At
this stage, presented some questions, some in the form of case studies around the area we choose, some in the form of a theory that I remember is very different from Test tests tested in previous stages. Do your best and then get together with the Culture Fit Score In this test, we asked to open the Internet. The questions are not complicated, I just want
to see our suitability for corporate culture. Tip: For those curious about what telkom culture is, please access this web business game In my opinion, from the entire stage of the GPTP Telkom set, this section is a unique part. This business game is actually a FGD packed into a game that people say is similar to Monopoly games. And of course, because it's
called the game, and then enjoy the process. Loss or profit is the last thing. Many aspects are evaluated from this game, including collaboration ability, business instincts, strategies and general knowledge. In this game, we are asked to solve the debt problem that the group faces, and the way to repay it is to own as many properties as possible that can be
purchased individually, in groups or affiliated between groups. So, just let the game flow! Interview Group Well, after enjoying the game, it's time to get into the most exciting part: the interview panel. As the name implies, at this stage we will be interviewed by three interviewers. As far as I remember at the time, who interviewed me was Pak Aris Hartoni (EGM
TV and Video Division), one human resources officer, and one person from Telkom Corporate University. The questions asked (as I remember) about the thesis, how to implement the results of the thesis, being asked to tell yourself and then interrupted by a story, the interviewer will ask about the history, case studies on work, questions about the questions
we answer on the resume and one question in English, what makes me different from other candidates. The conversation flowed, and he did not feel like about an hour had passed. At the end of time we are given the opportunity to ask a question. Ask what's on your mind so the interviewer knows we're interested in joining Telkom. It was quite tiring and it
was a long series of scoring days back then. I remember that this stage ended around 5 p.m. How long is the GPTP recruitment process going? Some might ask, how long does this recruitment process last? For my generation, namely GPTP V, this process lasts about 3 months. I finished charging my resume at the end of December, and the announcement
of the trip came at the end of March. GpTP v Telkom The final thought recruitment process is part of the writing that I can share about the process and stages of the GPTP Telkom set. A hard-working process, long enough, and not easy. As far as I remember, from about 200s people who ran in the assessment stage day through the web strips, only half of
them managed to qualify as part of the Great Interns program. Here, prayer and aspiration and self-preparation are key. ———————————————— 1. Administrative selection in general is still the same as the GPTP 5 set, where we are required to download documents by creating an account in advance in rekrutment.telkom.co.id. 2. Online test
there are several sets of tests that go into this phase: data confirmation, basic academic ability test (psychotest), SOE value, and English ability test. a. Confirmation of data This stage is only to confirm the data that has been presented on the Internet, when checking our Internet connection before the implementation of the online test begins. In this session,
there are also common issues such as the surabaya icon that, typical food jogja, etc. Test Basic ability and value SOEs don't seem to change much from the GPTP 5 issues that I used to follow. There are several types of questions, synonyms, antonyms, series and image analysis. For the so-called SOE values tests, I haven't received any more information
about what's being tested. I will update if I already get the information from the test. c. The English Ability Test Information I received, the questions for the English Language Ability Test in GPTP XI are similar to reading a toefl question. There are about 4 materials to read and then some questions that need to be answered. Infonya, the duration of work is
very short. 3. Full psychotest (offline) Well, it's a little different from the gptp test before. In this psychotest, the online psychotest that was once worked on will be tested again at this stage. Other common psychotests such as Wartegg, Newspapers, Tree Pictures and People's Pictures have also been tested. 4. MCU and MCU Assessment Day, just like with
the GPTP V set. While Day scores, there are several tests: The study case is in line with each function of the work, which is later presented before the interviewer for confirmation. Filling culture fit the assessment interview panel form with HR and user yes, at this stage OF GPTP XI Assessment Day, no business game or FGD. 5. Telkom Dream Challenge
Video At this stage, you will be asked to make a video to answer 2 questions: Why we want to join Telkom and why Telkom should choose you. The required video duration is 3 minutes with a maximum file size of 25MB. I'm very happy. If there is anything to discuss, please leave your comments below, or can contact me via my instagram on kurniawan.pr.
Good luck! Success! english ability test telkom contoh
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